The CA²RE Community (Conferences for Artistic and Architectural Research) is inviting researchers from the diverse fields of design-driven research at any stage of their research to apply for presenting and discussing their projects at the 14th CA²RE Conference “INTERSECTIONS” taking place from 16 to 18 November 2023 in Zagreb, Croatia.

Hosted by the Faculty of Architecture, University of Zagreb, this year’s theme looks at INTERSECTIONS of research: interdisciplinary and intermedial thinking and doing, research conducted within and outside academic frameworks, research impacting broader communities, facilitating European agendas.

The conference examines the impact doctoral research has had on a wider research community and its contribution to the achievement of broader art- and culture-oriented goals of new European agendas. It looks at how architectural and artistic doctoral research has been shared: in-between architects and artists, in-between the research and broader communities, and within new research platforms which have promoted a strategy of unifying arts with technology and societal inclusivity (such as the New European Bauhaus).

About the sessions
During the sessions, participants will have 60 minutes to present their projects and discuss their work with an international panel. Both abstracts and artefacts are accepted.

Who can apply
Contributions from all relevant fields and disciplines are welcome: architectural design, urban design and planning, sustainable development, interior design, landscape architecture, music, performing arts, visual arts, product design, social design, interaction design, and others.
14th CA2RE Conference application guidelines

Deadline for abstracts: 25 August 2023
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